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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim [in the
spirit world]:
Heung Jin Nim: "When you love each other, when you truly can learn to love, this is the testimony that
nobody can dispute. Nobody can accuse you if you love them. If you love them first, then they can
receive." [1]
Unconditional love is the love that loves first. It does not wait for receiving love. At every opportunity it
invests heart and goodness into others, no matter if these people are lovable, kind and friendly or
resentful, hostile, arrogant, aggressive etc.
Unconditional love never stops, no matter how bad people behave. It keeps embracing and forgiving
them, instead of criticizing and judging them, arguing and fighting with them, thus antagonizing them and
creating more resentments in their hearts:
Heung Jin Nim: "Do not struggle with other people. I never antagonize others. I could probably fight with
so many people because I can see evil in them. Instead, I take responsibility for them and love them." [2]
Heung Jin Nim: "That's how my Father lives. He just loves everybody, even the people that hate him,

even the people that attack him, even the people who hurt him. My Father just keeps loving them..."[3]
Such love is extremely powerful. It is with this kind of heart and love that True Parents went into North
Korea to meet Kim Il Sung. They certainly did not agree with the North Korean ideology, but embraced
Kim Il Sung nevertheless, investing all their heart into him. Instead of arguing with him, antagonizing
him, they invested all their heart into him, thus sowing the seeds of true love.
Wherever unconditional love is sown, God can start to work, and liberation can come:
True Mother: "True love can serve as the basis for conquering even hell. When you come to possess true
love, all sorrows and pains transform into joy within that true love. In other words, true love is the desire
of the original nature of humankind, which remains as an absolute authority that is greater than any
authority asserted through power, knowledge or money." [4]
We all are supposed to become people of unconditional love who, by the power of heart and love, can
make the biggest difference in this world. This kind of love is certainly not the monopoly of God, Jesus
and True Parents. We all are requested to learn it. And that goes by focusing on it, training our heart all
the time with the people around us, thus advancing in heart and love continuously:
True Father: "True Parents' love here on earth is like a formula or tradition. Anybody who follows that
formula or tradition is bound to succeed. Not only will you succeed here on earth, but you will also
succeed in spirit world.... This kind of love will be welcomed anywhere, anytime, because this is the love
of God."[5]
We all can advance to the level of True Parents' love. We just have to keep exercising our heart in
situations of life. Instead of trying to receive love, we need to focus on investing love. Thus we create the
Kingdom of God in our heart. Heung Jin Nim wants to help us with that:
Heung Jin Nim: "I said before that love is the key, but actually because of your barriers of love you need
help. You need help to guide you to the deeper levels of love. Therefore your faith is the key because
through your faith I can be with you and when I am with you then I can lead you in an understanding of
love. And with that faith and with that love then nothing can stop your march forward to victory." [3]
The more we build the Kingdom of God in our own heart, the more will we be motivated to keep going.
Nobody needs to pull or push us. Our own life experiences in the field of true love will be our greatest
motivator.
Love from Bruno
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